facing down. The signal was collected by the same objective (NA=0.75, 50x), and directed towards a spectrometer.
For the scattering simulations, the excitation light is incident from the bottom quartz substrate. To calculate the PL and SERS enhancement, the incident light comes from the top air part. The polarization of the light is always parallel to the nanorods axis.
Supplementary Note 1. Simulation method
The geometry to be solved is displayed in Supplementary Fig. 4 . A rotationally-symmetric gold rod capped by semispheres is deposited over a quartz substrate characterized by optical index nsilica=1.4585. Except for the bottom contact region, the rod is surrounded by air nair =1. The size parameters are based on the SEM image of the five nanorods in Fig. 3a -e in the main text. Because the quartz substrate is non-conductive, we sputtered about 3 nm Pt to obtain a good SEM image. Thus the exact size used for the simulations has been adjusted slightly to improve the agreement with the scattering spectra. The final diameter and length of the nanorods used for the simulations are 51 nm : 125.5 nm (Nanorod 1), 49 nm : 126.5 nm (Nanorod 2), 53nm : 137.5 nm (Nanorod 3), 42 nm : 127.5 nm (Nanorod 4), and 38nm : 122.5 nm (Nanorod 5). For SERS and PL studies, the excitation wavelength was 633 nm.
The permittivity of gold is taken from Johnson and Christy 1 . For direct comparison with experiments, illumination normal to the substrate either from the vacuum (for PL and SERS) or from the substrate (for scattering) is considered, and the polarization is always parallel to the rods. The excitation wavelength for PL and SERS was set to 633 nm.
The simulations are solved using COMSOL, for a simulation volume that extends 500 nm over the substrate and 300 nm below it, and, laterally, comprises a square with 800 nm long sides and the rod at its center. Perfect matched layers, which are 400 nm away from the nanorod, are used at the boundaries. The mesh size over the whole nanorod are set to 2 nm and the mesh at the surface region are finer with mesh sizes down to 0.5 nm. As for the simulation regions outside the nanostructure, the maximal mesh size is defined as one-sixteenth of wavelength. with Γ the decay rate of the excited dipoles or, similarly, currents]. We disregard differences of orientation between in ( , em ) and the induced dipoles at em , and only consider that the total emission behaves as the light emitted backwards with same polarization as the incident light. These assumptions are expected to correctly approximate the emitted signal when the longitudinal dipolar mode of the nanorods determines the response, so that a single polarization is dominant and the radiation pattern remains dipolar. The em 4 factor appears because of the frequency dependence of the emission from a dipole. More care would be necessary for systems where different plasmonic modes plays an important role, such as the case of two orthogonal plasmonic modes that has been recently discussed. is related to the bulk PL signal, for the same excitation and emission frequencies. The derivation of the SERS expression used reciprocity to relate the emission from the molecules to the local near fields, under similar assumptions as previously discussed for the PL. We have also assumed that we are treating off-resonant Raman or that -in the case of resonant Raman-the coupling strengths between the plasmon and the electronic level is not large enough to reach the strong coupling regime. Last, we neglect quantum effects that may emerge in state-of-the-art configurations as we push plasmonics to its limits. 5, 6 If we look only at the dependence with the electromagnetic response, we obtain 
which is plotted in Supplementary Fig. 7a for the five simulated rods. The ratio vary slowly with emission wavelength and only depend weakly on the position of the LSPR. For a perfectly constant ratio, and the bulk proportional to em 4 ( exc , em ), we have Raman ∝ / × bulk , which is the magnitude plotted in 
Supplementary Note 4. A closer look at the assumptions
In the main text, we occasionally assumed that integrals on the square of the fields were proportional to the elastic scattering , an approximation useful for simple systems. Nonetheless, due to the inevitable losses of the material, this proportionality does not strictly hold and the integrated square of the near field outside the nanorod is not strictly proportional to that inside the nanorod, as can be seen from Supplementary Fig. 5a and Supplementary Fig. 7b , respectively (notice that the integral plotted in the latter figure also consider the intensity of the fields at the excitation frequency). In a relatively wide wavelength range like 600 -800 nm, the corresponding ratios vary smoothly with Supplementary Fig. 8a ), indicates that this assumption is not exactly valid when considering a wide wavelength range: the integral again depends on in a well-behaved manner.
A further approximation was ignoring the influence on the integrals of the plasmonic enhancement at the rod excitation frequency, which is shown not to introduce any significant deviation in Supplementary Fig. 5c .
We discuss in the following how these effects affect the normalization of the PL by the scattering and of the Raman peaks by the background (Fig. 2c and Fig. 4d in the main text). Favorably for our purposes, we will see how the different errors introduced partially cancel.
In 
should not depend on em . As observed in Supplementary Fig. 8b , the results from Supplementary Equation 5
depend on the emission frequency more weakly than either of the two individual factors in the expression, or than Supplementary Fig. 5b ), which further justifies why the normalized spectra proportional to Raman ( em ), the total deviation 1 σ × 2 should remain independent of the emission frequency. The simulation results in Supplementary Fig. 8c show that the two deviations resulting from the two assumptions are in the opposite direction and thus partially cancel. The total deviation is relatively small even for a relatively wide wavelength range, as desired to correctly determine Raman ( em ).
Last, in Fig. 4 in the main text we compared the corrected SERS for the plasmonic rods to the Raman signal measured for the molecules adsorbed on a flat gold single crystal surface. For the latter, we did not take into account how the electromagnetic response of the flat surface affects the Raman spectrum of the molecules, because the electric field at the surface varies relatively slowly with energy in the range studied. To take this effect into account, we obtain the corrected Raman ( em ) (red line in Supplementary Fig. 9 ) for the molecules over the flat surface by dividing the measured Raman spectrum (black line in Supplementary Fig. 9 ) by the electromagnetic enhancement 
Supplementary Note 5. Data processing method and comparison of the fitted background and PL
In Fig. 4 on the main text, we divided the measured Raman spectra by its background. The background was first fitted with the adaptive iteratively reweighted penalized least squares (AirPLS) method introduced by Eilers 7 , which is commonly used in spectral analysis including Raman, surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA) and NMR spectroscopy. Using this method, the SERS spectra were split into two parts: the SERS peaks and SERS background. Then, each background-subtracted SERS spectrum was divided by its background spectrum, resulting in the corrected SERS spectrum.
The fitted background and PL spectra of five nanorods are shown in Supplementary Fig. 10 for comparison. The PL has been corrected according to Equation 3 in the main text to take into account the presence of the molecules.
There is only a moderate intensity difference between the fitted background and the corrected PL spectra.
